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Bar & Bat Mitzvah Games
•

Coke and Pepsi - This is the most popular game because everyone, young and old, can
play. Two lines across the floor, one Coke and one Pepsi. When one name is called,
that side runs to the other side and sits on the knee of their partner. Last ones there
are out. Call out Mountain Dew and both lines run to the middle and “high five” their
partner, saying the Guest of Honor’s name.

•

Hula Hoops - Make one big circle and have everyone hold hands. Put the hoop
between then, play a fast song. The hoop must be passed around the circle without
breaking the hands. When the music stops, whoever has the hoop around is out. This
continues until there is only one person left.

•

Mummy or Present Wrap - One person is to be the mummy and 2 or 4 are the wrappers.
Four rolls of toilet paper or a specific time limit can decide the winner. Wrappers
run around and wrap the mummy.

•

Scavenger Hunt - You can have as many people as you like play this game. Have the
players come to the dance floor with a chair. Everyone must sit. The MC calls
something out like a “MasterCard”. The players run to find one. While they are gone,
we remove one chair. The person who comes back and doesn’t have a seat is out. This
can be done quickly by calling another item while people are still out and removing
another chair. We can also create a list of items for them to find while they are out.
The first team back with all of the items wins.

•

Balloon Stomp - This is a very high-energy game! Everyone gets a balloon attached to
a string that is tied to their ankle. The object is to pop everyone else’s balloon while
protecting yours. Players must stay within an arranged area. You can spice this up by
adding a “freeze” portion, so that when the music stops, everyone must stop.

•

Balloon Pass - Teams are made of two lines facing each other. First two people put
balloons between them wherever the DJ calls (hips, shoulders, stomach) and they
hold the balloon at between that point on their bodies (no hands!) and go to the end
of the line where the balloon is passed back to the head of the line and the next
couple goes.

•

I’m Feeling Kinda Stuffed! - You need teams of three or four. One person is the
“stuffy” and the others are the “stuffers”. The “stuffy” puts on an oversized t-shirt,
while the “stuffers” are given balloons. The object is for the “stuffers” to blow up
ballons and stuff them under the t-shirt of the “stuffy”. The team with the most
balloons under the shirt in a given time wins!

•

Trike Races - This is a very fast and upbeat activity. Two bikes are used with teams of
how many ever you want. The object is to ride the bike down through the orange
cones and back to the next team member. They can’t hit or knock over the cones. Any
number of people can play this game.

•

Marshmallow Run - This is a team game where each person has a straw. They need to
suck up one marshmallow and carry it across the dance floor and put it in a glass
and run back and slap the hand of the next person in line. The first team to get one
marshmallow for each player wins. Works great with 8-10 players.

•

Limbo - All you need for this is two people to hold the limbo stick while the rest line
up to go under it. It always seems to be a crowd pleaser and you can have a girl and
guy winner. You may also do this as a couple or team event with more than one going
under at the same time. Suggest Music: Limbo rock, “Hot, Hot, Hot!”

•

2121-Cup Pyramid challenge - This is a game where we line up teams who need to create a
pyramid with 21 cups out on the floor. Each team is given a different color cup. The
first team with the 21 cups stacked is the winner.

•

Numerical Trivia - Line up teams of 10 players with each getting a number 0-9 and one
additional person as a captain. We ask a numerical question and the kids have to line
up using their number to make the answer. The group with the most right answers
wins.

•

Clean your Room - Two baskets are on each side of a divided floor of two bedrooms.
The goal is to fold laundry and throw other pieces of clothing and put them in a
basket, or toss them into the other room. The person with the clean room wins.

•

Backward Songs - Current songs are played backwards. The first person to figure
out three songs wins a prize.

•

Clothesline - Need two clotheslines about 10 feet long and 4-6 people to hold the
line for each team. Give each team one line, one pile of clothes and a soap bottle.
The clothes must past down the line (and optionally the soap bottle) to the other
end. The clothes must be folded and neat. First team to complete wins.

